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Abstract

As the mondialisation of the economie presents new challenges, a 
growing concern about social welfare as to be taken into account. 

As  a  world  of  freedom  and  liberty  relies  on  cultural  diversity  and
acquaintance, the global community has to lay on natural propency of
resources and people flow to conform to and adapt within forecoming
issues. So there could be a common right reform that could be aimed to.

According  to  myself,  social  welfare  globally  presents  the  resource
distribution processes as the right  way to  resolve  imparts  trough the
balance of goods that foresees economic managing; a social justice based
on right could be that process to guide toward education. And as solving
equilibrium progress, productivity growth thus depicts equality systems.

Social reality perspective

As former democratic systems of labour distribution led to centralized
reforms of policies that statuate and protect rights for labour to anyone,
who’s able to work either in partnership, community or employment is
akin  to  exchange  its  labour  force,  skills  and  knowledge  with  the
conveyance that rule exchanges as the second nature of money. 

So with the ability to produce goods in a society, which is now based
within former production means and capital investments, the decision
choices and resources that confer the capacity to rely on a long term
prosperity now represents to me the narrowing ability to convey those
facilities  over  the  account  of  time  and  space  borders.  Hence,  as  the
present  conflitual  socio-economical  context  do  not  convey  the
possibilities that was first purposed within resources disponibility, the
choice  that  better  represents  upcoming  social  outcomes  for  global
economic challenges should be settled as forth to be conducting mainly
toward self security. 

Therefore, as the new resource complexity states the current ecosystemic
changes, the global and cultural diversity states imparting acquaintance.
And according to myself, as the climatic cycles has always present social
welfare, so further global exchanges, resources equilibrium prospects is
now offering the better ways to prevent future complexity as so to comply
with  timeless  values  in  a  more  certain  global  welfare  perspective.  So
there is simply a human right concern, as I suggest, in the present social
and economic controversy that should be conclusive consistently.
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